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Are there any plans to change the elementary math curriculum?  It appears, after 
looking at the data, that it is not preparing them for middle school math.  Is there any 
other data that supports that what they are doing with elementary math curriculum to 
support growth?  Please advise with any district data that supports their curriculum as 
the best strategy.  
 

If the question refers to Common Core, we teach the state standards.  If the 
question refers to ECPPS, we don't have data on our new math resources as this 
is the first year of implementation.  If the question is asking if we are making 
changes due to the middle school math scores, the answer is yes.  We are looking 
at the transition between elementary and middle school and looking for possible 
gaps.  All the middle school, math teachers are unpacking the standards using 
the Learning Focused format... "The Learner will know"... "The Learner will be 
able to"… and identifying key vocabulary for success.  At the elementary level 
we have met to suggest front loading and using algorithms to solve 
problems.  We continue to look at benchmark results to identify other areas of 
need.  – Joanne Sanders  

 
 
We have heard that other counties are providing PE / arts teachers with extra time 
during the school day to work on their ASW by running alternate schedules once a 
month (like using a 3 hour early release schedule, then having the students have an 
extra math / ELA lesson while the ASW teachers have time).  Is it possible for our 
county to support the PE / arts teachers in their ASW process by providing extra time 
during the regular instructional day? 
 

North Carolina's educator effectiveness model is designed to support and 
enhance the overall outcome of effective teaching: student learning. In order to 
know whether, and the degree to which, students are learning, the State must 
use a variety of assessments and processes for examining student progress over 
time. The educator effectiveness system focuses on growth of students, not on 
their proficiency level.  Analysis of Student Work is an opportunity for teachers 
to develop their own effectiveness system based on standards and outcomes.  It 
is designed to customize the way teachers collect data based on their individual 
class schedules.  Teachers who are under the ASW framework should make the 
collection of student outcomes part of their lesson planning.  It is not intended to 
be "extra work" but rather how their courses are organized based on standards 
and growth outcomes for students.  Please see additional information on the 
following link:   http://ncasw.ncdpi.wikispaces.net/home 

 
Our county supports all teachers by providing planning time during the 
instructional day.  Many ASW teachers (elementary in particular) have a 
limited amount of time they spend with students because of 

http://ncasw.ncdpi.wikispaces.net/home


scheduling.  Reducing the amount of time teachers spend with students to allow 
"extra" planning time would only reduce student instructional time, thus 
making the data collection process for ASW even more limited.  We encourage 
each teacher to work with their Principals and determine if additional time can 
be 'squeezed' out of the instructional day without impacting the students 
instructional time for you to complete the data entry process.  – Dianne Meiggs 

 
Recently there has been much confusion over the 3.5 hour star certificates.  Some 
teachers think they will expire at the end of this school year, others think they will 
convert into sick leave, and still others think they won't convert but will still be 
usable.  Please clarify.  If the 3.5 hour star certificates expire at the end of this year and 
a lot of teachers have more hours accumulated than there are hours of optional teacher 
workdays left this school year, then what is the purpose of the certificate?   
 

As noted previously, STAR time does not carry over to a new year. We have 
asked TAC for an alternative recognition for those who will have hours left over 
at the end of the year.  Any suggestions are welcome and will be considered. – 
Larry Cartner 

 
In the past we have been told [by TAC] that buses at dismissal is a school level 
problem, but often the buses do not arrive at our school until after the dismissal time.  It 
is common for us to have students in their seats 10 - 12 (ten to twelve) extra minutes, 
just waiting for an announcement that they can go to the buses.  Is it possible for the 
district to address this issue since it is out of the control of an individual school (that 
shares buses with another school)?  
 

When buses are shared between schools there are sometimes things that happen 
that cause a bus to be late.  We hope the bus coordinators between schools 
communicate with each other to let the receiving school know that a bus is 
running late.  If there is a bus that is "always" arriving 10-12 minutes late 
please talk with your school level bus coordinator.  Bus coordinators are in 
constant communication through their district radio.  Schools control when 
buses leave a campus.  The Transportation Director can meet with Bus 
Coordinators at specific schools to resolve any communication issues between 
schools.  Please talk to your individual bus coordinator if there is a specific issue 
so they can help either resolve the problem or confirm expected 
arrival/departure time for buses.  – Dianne Meiggs 

 
 
Many valuable field trip opportunities arise about month before they happen.  Is it fair to 
require all field trip requests be submitted a full semester in advance? 

 

Principals were advised that field trip forms without a specific date could be 
submitted as “place holders.”  Field trips are an extension of classroom learning 
and can/should be planned well in advance.  Unplanned field trips generally 
have a weak correlation to standards or classroom instruction. Deciding to go 
on a field trip simply because an opportunity presents itself is not best practice. 



The point is not to punish anyone, but to provide the best possible instruction for 
our students, making sure that field trips are aligned to standards and 
classroom instruction. – Larry Cartner 

 
Please clarify teacher dress code for optional teacher workdays.  Some teachers think it 
doesn't apply, some think it does apply, and some think it is up to the principal. 
  

 

 

Policy states: Employees may not wear jeans or garments made of jean material unless granted 

approval by their supervisor for spirit days, school fundraising, or other activities approved by 

their supervisor. This provides flexibility for the principal to determine dress code for non-

student days. Staff are encouraged to dress appropriately for the activities of a work day.  – 

Dianne Meiggs 

  

 

Is there a district policy that states how long an after school meeting can last?  
No. – Dianne Meiggs 

I have a concern about what little notice schools received for the last two early releases 
for inclement weather.  For the first early release on February 12th, a parent informed a 
staff member that ECPPS was on the news for getting out early before our school was 
officially notified from Central Services.  The parent phone call also went out before the 
school was officially notified.  The most recent early release on February 24th, our 
school was notified from Central Services at 10:40 for dismissal at 12:00.  I understand 
that weather forecasts can change and decisions must be made quickly. School 
systems around us notified parents earlier in the day and some even notified parents of 
their plans the night before due to impending weather forecasts.  
 

In both cases, principals were notified before media or parents were notified.  In 
one school where the principal was away, the school received a personal phone 
call notifying the school of early dismissal. The district parent phone call was 
sent after principals were notified. Social media and other media were informed 
after principals were notified. In both cases, contact was made with 
neighboring superintendents as decisions were reached.  Due to changing 
forecasts, it is not good practice to make a decision the day before any event.  
Some cancellation calls in the region were made the day before, and then there 
was no inclement weather the following day. We have been blessed that 
inclement weather was forecast on work days or already scheduled early 
dismissal days for us.  This also happened in a neighboring district.  
In the most recent decisions for our district, Child Nutrition and Transportation 
were a part of the discussions from the beginning and both departments were 
part of the decision.  Consideration was given to cafeteria needs and bus fueling 
schedules.  Early dismissal decisions must also factor in the time when the last 
bus will clear.   
Weather calls are always difficult and do not make everyone happy.  Given that 
we involved the appropriate departments, notified principals first, notified 
parents second, and the media third, the process worked, and appears to be a 
good process.  However, we are always open to suggestions for improvement. – 
Larry Cartner  (See notification chain below.) 



February 12 

Superintendent sent the following email at 7:25 a.m. on 2/12/16: 

To:  Principals, CentralOffice, Assistant Prin., Directors 

 
 

We will dismiss elementary schools today at 11:00. Secondary schools 

will dismiss at 12:00. 

Please release staff at your discretion. 
 

*Secretary at CES was notified, as principal was away from the building. 

 

 

February 24 

 

On 2/23/16 (2:45 p.m.) Superintendent forwarded a weather advisory from Christy 

Saunders to all principals (and others) and indicated "FYI" making principals aware of 

possible weather issues. 

 

On 2/24/16 (8:43 a.m.) Superintendent forwarded a weather advisory to all principals 

(and others) and indicated FYI 

 

On 2/24/16 (10:30 a.m.) Superintendent emailed the following: 

 

o Principals, AssistantPrin., Directors 

 
 

Due to weather forecasts, all after school events for today are cancelled. 

The decision regarding any early release will be made in the next hour. Stay tuned. 

 

During this time, the superintendent was in contact with neighboring districts.  

 

 

On 2/24/16 (10:41 a.m.) Superintendent emailed the following: 

to Principals, AssistantPrin.,Directors, CentralOffice 

 
 

Due to heightened weather forecasts for damaging winds and rain, we will dismiss early 

today. 

Elementary schools will dismiss at 12:00 and high schools will dismiss at 1:00. This should 

have all buses clearing by 3:00.  Please release student drivers prior to high school buses 

leaving. All after school activities for today are cancelled. 

Staff will be dismissed at 2:30. 

 

On 2/24/16 -- Personal follow up calls from the superintendent’s office were sent to each 

school. Superintendent’s office spoke with the secretary (or someone in the office) and 

let them know school was dismissing and asked them to have the principal check his/her 

email. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Could we look at changing the Kindergarten Registration times for 2017? Times 
scheduled around arrival and dismissal can be a little hectic with teachers and office 
staff. Parking tends to be an issue during those times as well. My suggestion would be 
begin at 8:30 to 11:30 am and 2 evenings 4:00 - 6:00 pm. Our last bus arrives at school 
by 8:30. That would also give teachers time to finish with dismissal and then set up an 
area for registration and screenings. The other thing to take into consideration is safety 
with the front door system. 

 

We will take these recommendations under consideration but please share this 

informati0n with your principal.  Principals were asked for feedback and a 

schedule was developed based on their preferences. --  Joanne Sanders 

How are the final exam score curves determined? It is set by the LEA, so if we control it, 
why is it curved so much? 

 
In ECPPS, we use state expected grade percent and state frequency distribution 
in the WinScan scoring program to determine the 100 point converted scores 
for EOCs. The curve is not set by the LEA. – Jennifer Hawkins 

 
  
Can we choose to give students their raw scores instead of a curved score for their 
exam? (Students know it is curved, and do not try because of that. They even ask is 
class tests will be curved like exams are.) 
 

There are no raw scores accessible for EOCs.  Only scale scores and 
achievement levels are given. – Jennifer Hawkions 

  
Can the EOC scale score (converted score) be changed to better reflect our grading 
scale? 
Current scores:            Would like to see: 
0-69 = 1.                        0-39 = 1 
70-79 = 2.                      40-59 = 2 
80-82 = 3.                      60-79 = 3 
83-91 = 4.                      80-89 = 4 
92-100 = 5.                   90-100 = 5 
 

There are local options in the WinScan program to allow ECPPS to create its 
own scale in a variety of ways.  One method is the Level III Standard which sets 
letter grades to correspond to achievements levels. – Jennifer Hawkins 

 


